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A new sound for gospel with Urban, R&B, Soul and Hip-Hop influences. 6 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B:

Contemporary urban, GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel Details: His sound cannot be labeled as one

genre of music but is inspired by Rhythm  Blues, Hip-Hop, Gospel, Pop and Jazz. That is why Kaiser is so

versatile in his talent, you can enjoy his smooth soft ballads or his hot hip-hop hooks. Singing at age three

while seated on the steps of his Pennsylvania home, Kaiser began displaying his talent and has never

stopped. He is a world-class vocalist with an incredible talent in songwriting and arranging and will be the

most sought after singer of the decade with his fresh new uplifting sound. Kaiser was a feature artist at

the University of South Carolina's Alpha Kappa Alpha Regional Pageant along with former Miss America

Kimberley Aiken. He also performed at the African-American Festival for historically black colleges in

Jacksonville, Florida. This multi-talented man has worked in Atlanta, Georgia for Marvelous Enterprises

as a vocal coach, where clients on their roster have included Boyz II Men, TLC and Keith Sweat. Even

gracing the stage as an actor is no problem for Kaiser as he performed in two national plays. In 1998,

Kaiser moved to Columbus, Ohio where he graduated from The Ohio State University, OSU, with a

bachelors degree in Communication and Music. Kaiser performed at the OSU African-American

Homecoming Pageant and Summer Festivals where he was a feature artist along with the platinum

recording rapper T-Bone from the hit movie, The Fighting Temptations. In July 2003 Kaiser was named

Columbus Idol by channel 28 FOX after beating over 400 local artists in a competition to open for the

American Idol 2 Tour outside the Nationwide Arena. In 2004 Kaiser performed at Westland Mall and a

Christmas program at Easton Town Center, one of the largest shopping centers in the United States.

Kaiser has written arranged and co-produced over 40 songs and is currently working on his solo album as

well as writing for other artists. Kaiser plans to pursue all of his dreams, including: singing, owning his
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own publishing company, motivational speaking, acting and much more in the years to come.
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